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Our focus on innovation is not new. In fact,
innovation policy has a long and strong history
in Australia. But it needs to be renewed regularly
to continually evolve, or we risk falling behind
and missing powerful opportunities.
Australian federal and state governments
have acknowledged that broader ways of
creating and capturing value – whether
through marketing, process, or organisational
change – are a vital component of improving
national productivity.

Several reports have been published on
the importance of innovation to the economy,
seeking to measure its levels and suggesting
steps to take this forward. More than
60 reports on innovation have been issued
by the federal government in the last
15 years alone.11

Innovation is a process of trying things in new and
different ways, often through… improved connections
and collaboration, to derive value by meeting community,
industry and consumer needs... We believe that this
will help us to tackle complex economic, environmental
and social challenges, stimulate economic activity
and drive shared prosperity for the people of NSW.12
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Indeed, within the NSW Government alone,
ongoing activities to support the development
of innovation precincts include the NSW
Innovation and Productivity Council, Jobs for
NSW, and the Greater Sydney Commission.
Governments are doing the right thing by
investing in initiatives to foster innovation –
from encouraging greater collaboration
between industry and research to developing
a more skilled workforce and driving public
sector innovation.
But government working in isolation is not
the answer. Improving our performance will
require a concerted effort from businesses,
research and individuals.
Many are already on board. The Business
Council of Australia recently assessed
Australia’s innovation system nationally,
and issued calls to action to improve our
innovation performance. In NSW, the NSW
Business Chamber published The Thinking
Business: Industry-Research Collaboration Report,
while The Committee for Sydney released
Collaborating to Compete in the Digital Era.

More must be done.
Although we have a high proportion of
innovation-active businesses, a relatively low
proportion are undertaking research and
development.13 Further, our innovation system
is poorly networked; businesses are less
likely to collaborate with each other, and
with research, than in other countries.14
Our challenge is to change the lens. By
confining ourselves to a narrow definition
of innovation as invention – and considering
it someone else’s business – we risk being
left behind. To fully embrace our potential
and support ongoing prosperity, we need to
recognise and embrace our ability to create.

Innovation in the digital era
When we think about innovation, people often jump
straight to technology. Whether it be digital start-ups
or emerging technologies, like virtual reality, we think
that all innovation must be digital.
There’s no doubt that technology is
a vital tool in the innovator’s toolbox.
It’s an enabler of our modern society
and economy, and gives businesses
and individuals the chance to explore
and implement new ideas.
And its role will only continue to grow.
Deloitte Access Economics estimated
that the internet contributed $79 billion
to the Australian economy in 2015, and
will grow to be worth $139 billion by 2020.15
However, technology is just one piece of
the puzzle and, on its own, is not enough to
create and capture value. Instead, we need
to think about how and where it is best
deployed, what types of value it may create,
and for whom.

For example, consider smartphones. It can
be cheap and easy to create an app. But
the true value comes when we understand
the needs it might meet, the time it could
save people, and the challenges it can
help overcome. Is it a way of engaging with
customers by providing location-based
services? Could it be used to boost the
productivity of remote employees? Perhaps
it provides a platform for communicating
instantly and anywhere with key suppliers?
Technology can help achieve all these
goals – but it is only one part of a
broader story.
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Begin small, benefit big
Innovation, in and of itself, does not have
intrinsic value. But its outcomes – increasing
organisation’s ability to adapt and change,
greater productivity, new value adding
products, and others – can contribute to
the success of individuals and businesses.
A recent analysis by the Office of the Chief
Economist sought to objectively quantify the
benefits to businesses of innovating more
frequently. Using a sample of around 6,000
Australian businesses over a three year
period between FY2012 and FY2014, they
measured the impact of innovation frequency
on a range of business metrics. The study
examined a range of other factors that might
affect business performance, including size,
industry, collaboration, and ICT intensity. The
research found that businesses that self-report
innovation more frequently experience higher
annual growth rates – in sales, value added,
profit, and employment.
These benefits flow through to suburbs,
cities and even countries. More productive
organisations and individuals stimulate
economic growth, wealth and improved
living standards.

There’s a wealth of evidence to show how even
selected types of innovation can contribute to
the overall economy:
·· A 1% increase in business research and
development in Australia leads to a long run
increase in productivity of 0.11%, and a 1%
increase in public research leads to a long
run increase in productivity of 0.28%16
·· A 1% increase in patents lift GDP per capita by
around 0.05% (in a study including Australia)17
·· New high growth potential businesses
(or gazelles) are a significant determinant
of economic growth, and Australia has a
relatively strong level of high growth potential
entrepreneurship, outperforming Israel, the
United Kingdom, the United States of America
and Singapore.18
So what benefits would more innovative
businesses and regions bring to Sydney?
Today, using data from the Australian Bureau
of Statistics, we estimate that there are about
138,000 businesses in Sydney who are
non-innovators – businesses that have not
reported the introduction of a significant
change to their offerings, their processes,
their organisation or their marketing methods
in the past three years.19 For context, that’s
about one in every three businesses based
in Sydney – a significant proportion.

Small changes in this group could have a huge
overall economic impact. Using the work by
the Office of the Chief Economist as a basis,
we explored some hypotheticals.
We found that if even 10% of Sydney’s noninnovator businesses were to begin to create
or capture greater value by doing something
new every year, it could make Sydney’s gross
regional product increase by $24.8 billion. It’s
not clear to what extent this is additive – for
example, the prosperity of these firms may
come, at least in part, at the expense of others.
But clearly, there is a significant benefit to
be had.
In perspective, $24.8 billion represents a
substantial contribution to Sydney’s economy –
it is more than the $20 billion20 annual
spend of the NSW Government on health,
or the estimated $19 billion lifetime value of
Sydney’s beaches.21
Everyone does not have to be making the
next big thing to secure our economic future –
smaller, more frequent changes also add
up. But the better able we are to create and
capture value overall as a city – whether it be
through small or incremental change across
the board, or big bang changes in particular
areas – the more we will all prosper.
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